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Like for most other gliders with a fixed (non-retractable) landing gear, lifting the PW5 unto a fuselage
dolly for assembly/disassembly or transport in a trailer requires a bit of work. Initially, I had made a
system based on a wooden ramp and a cradle hinging on a rigid dolly as shown in the first figure below.
I would roll the fuselage up the ramp, lift the tail of the glider (which would cause the fuselage to rest in
the dolly’s cradle and the wheel to lift off the ramp), and then remove the ramp and lower the tail of the
glider. The glider would then rest unto its dolly and tail with the main wheel off the ground.

Previous dolly - side view

This simple system was quite practical and easy to build, but a little cumbersome, requiring two people
to perform. I recently decided to improve on the original dolly by making the dolly risers capable of
hinging on the lower wheeled assembly. With this new design, shown in the figure below and in the
several photos thereafter, the glider can be lifted unto the dolly easily and without the wooden ramp.
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Lower wheeled dolly - side view

On the left side of the figure above, the main lifting frame and the upper cradle assembly are shown
from a front view, while the lower wheeled dolly assembly is shown from side view for clarity. On the
right side of the figure, all assemblies are shown from a front view.
The cradle was made by molding fiberglass cloth directly onto the upside-down fuselage (with a
protective plastic layer added during molding). The cradle is secured to a vertical 1/2”-thick wood plate
support (using more fiberglass). At the bottom of the wooden plate is a 1/2”-diameter aluminum rod,
which provides the axis to hinge the upper cradle assembly at the top of the main lifting frame. This
hinging rod is kept secured to the top of the main lifting frame using two aluminum plates (with a 1/2”
hole through which the rod passes) bolted to the upper part of the lifting frame vertical members.
The main lifting frame is made of 4 welded pieces of 2” x 1” aluminum (1/8” thick wall). The 2 handles
are 1” x 1” (1/8” thick wall) aluminum, welded on the main lifting frame at an angle sufficient to clear
the fuselage sides. The main lifting frame is hinged on the lower wheeled dolly using 1/2” bolts.
I used roller-skate wheels (with bearings) on the lower wheeled dolly frame, but any robust type would
do. The dolly frame is also made of welded pieces of 2” x 1” aluminum (1/8” thick wall) and is angled
(see side view) to accommodate the slope change between the trailer floor and the ramp that I made to
roll the fuselage in and out of the raised trailer tail end. This ramp slides under the trailer for storage.

The total height of the (cradle + wood plate + rod + lifting frame + lower wheeled dolly) must be
enough to lift the wheel off the ground (see photo below). This will also keep the glider wheel off the
trailer floor (see photo above) and, of course, you must check that your trailer ceiling is high enough to
allow that!!

A stopping device must be incorporated on the wheeled dolly frame to prevent the lifting frame to rotate
forward of a position slightly past vertical. In this upper position, the lifting frame is secured and locked
using a pin going through the wheeled dolly frame. Aluminum plates bolted to the upper part of the
lifting frame allow the upper cradle to hinge on the lifting frame.

The main lifting frame is hinged on the lower dolly using 1/2” bolts. Hinging the upper cradle on the
lifting frame allows it to position itself properly on the fuselage when contact is made, but also to swivel
when in the completely lowered configuration.

The swiveling allows the front wheel to clear the cradle (the height of the cradle’s wooden plate support
must not be too large) so that the glider can be rolled over the dolly.

The handles are welded on the lifting frame. After properly positioning the fuselage over the dolly, the
handles are used to rotate the lifting frame and lift the glider onto its dolly.

As described previously, forward rotation is stopped by the block on the lower wheeled dolly assembly
that prevents the lifting frame to rotate past a slightly over-vertical position. Then locking in the up
position is done with the pin(s) shown in previous photos. Of course, keep the locking pin in and do not
lower the wheel to the ground unless the wings are on, otherwise the fuselage will tilt off the dolly.
If you make your own system, remember to account for the slight amount of suspension in the wheel.
Also, since the glider will rest on its tail and dolly in the trailer, the best design location for the dolly is
close to the main wheel. Designing the dolly to fit much further forward toward the nose wheel may lead
to significant stresses on the tail boom during transport (pot-holes!!). The user’s manual actually
specifies to never store/trailer the glider with the fuselage resting solely on its front nose wheel and tail.

